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 YOU are carefully to enter on the Answer Book and 
:lope supplied your Examhation N m h r  and the aub- 
-ex&mihatioG, but you &re not to &fie your 
m. No credit will be given for shy h w e r  
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name 
Book 
a c h  your wme is mitten, or upon which .your 
aation Number is not writtan. 
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to mite or make my mwks upon 
m y  ckcu~sWces  wmevm, speak 
ther candidate ; and no eqIma- 
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Plot t he  resultsaid obi& the msahsnical e~eienby of 
e gear h e n  the loa&js 50 Iti',, 
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8. The axles of a railway wagon weighing 16 to118 are 4" 
peter  and the wheeb 86" diameter. Find the m b b b  
eed of the journal in its bearing and aaleulate the power lost; 
*friction when the train ;speed is 30 miles per horn. (Co- 
bient of fdotion at  ade bearing = -08.) 
kh. TO find the ewsgy stokd in the hammer of an Izod 
line (Zig. 9) the hammer was pulled wide by a, hori5ontal 
3f 40 m. The k e  of aotim of t& pull was 47" from the 
of *suspension of the hammer. The deflecfion angle of 
B&rnmer for this pull was 30". 
d the energy 6 the hammer in the position shown. 
What do you udndeand by "shear " l Give 
leP, of maahine and structure pieces which are corn- 
Dall~d I Z ~ P  to withstand shear &ess. 
d the stfesses in the members of the bridge struc- 
inHg.11. , I 
scribe wi%h ,all sesential detail how p u  would 
tbe value of Foung'a Modulus for i coppar wim. 
%he probable form of the stress-s%r&in. curve for 
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